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Introduction

The victims of today’s armed conflicts are more likely to be civilians than soldiers. Armies and armed groups often subject noncombatants—particularly women and children—to conflict-related sexual
violence, such as rape, sexual slavery, and forced marriage. Despite
international recognition of this devastating abuse as a crime against
humanity, sexual violence continues to plague conflicts from the Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) to Syria. This practice has also proliferated among extremist groups, including Boko Haram in Nigeria and
the self-proclaimed Islamic State in Iraq and Syria. Additionally, sexual
violence has tarnished the operations of peacekeepers charged with
protecting civilians, thereby undermining the integrity and effectiveness of international peacekeeping institutions across the globe.
Sexual violence in conflict is not simply a gross violation of human
rights—it is also a security challenge. Such violence has consequences
that increase the costs of armed conflict, rendering its management
more difficult. Wartime rape fuels displacement, weakens governance,
and destabilizes communities, thereby inhibiting postconflict reconciliation and imperiling long-term stability. When committed by troops,
it can represent a lack of discipline associated with weak command and
control, which makes military units less effective in advancing their
mission. Yet current security-sector efforts to address sexual violence
in conflict are inadequate, plagued by insufficient training for peacekeepers, limited accountability through national and international judicial systems, and resource gaps.
Combating conflict-related sexual violence merits a higher place
on the U.S. foreign policy agenda. Although the U.S. government has
taken modest steps to address sexual violence in conflict under successive Republican and Democratic administrations, more action is
needed. To counter such violence, the Donald J. Trump administration should require training on conflict-related sexual violence in U.S.
1
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security cooperation efforts; expand the number of women serving in
militaries, police, and peacekeeping forces around the world; increase
accountability for the crime of sexual violence; and undermine terrorist financing streams raised through the abduction of women and
children. These steps will help the United States and its allies respond
effectively to the security threat posed by conflict-related sexual violence and advance U.S. interests in peace and stability.

Understanding Sexual Violence in Conflict

Sexual violence in conflict is not a new phenomenon. Throughout history, armies have considered rape to be one of the legitimate spoils of
war, and sexual violence was tacitly accepted as unavoidable through the
early twentieth century. In recent decades, however, successive legal rulings have outlawed sexual violence and recognized it as a crime against
humanity and war crime, beginning in 1992, when the UN Security
Council declared the massive, organized, and systematic detention and
rape of women in the former Yugoslavia to be an international crime.
This decision paved the way for more robust adjudication of such incidents worldwide. Today, sexual violence in conflict can violate national
criminal law and international law and constitute a war crime, crime
against humanity, or act of genocide—even in the absence of death (see
appendix 1).1 It can be perpetrated against women, men, girls, or boys by
uniformed members of an army, members of a nonstate armed group
or terrorist organization, or civilians. Perpetrators are predominantly
but not exclusively male; examples from the DRC, Rwanda, and elsewhere demonstrate that women have played active roles in all aspects of
armed conflict, including ordering or perpetrating rape.2
In 2017, the United Nations identified forty-six parties to ten conflicts as “credibly suspected” of committing rape or other forms
of sexual violence; seven of the parties were designated as “terrorist groups” because of links with the Islamic State and al-Qaeda.3 Yet
though some conflicts are characterized by widespread sexual violence,
not all are. A significant number of armies and rebels in recent wars did
not rape civilians: one analysis of 177 armed groups in twenty African
countries found that 59 percent were not reported to have committed
sexual violence.4 Another analysis of ninety-one civil wars between
1980 and 2012 revealed that 17 percent were not characterized by sexual
violence.5 Variation in prevalence is driven in part by leaders of armed
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organizations who, based on ideology, alternatively may order, tolerate, or prohibit rape by their soldiers; therefore, understanding the
conditions that foster sexual violence in conflict is critical to improving
responses to the practice in different contexts.6 Contrary to conventional wisdom, factors such as state failure, prevalence of contraband
funding, and abduction of fighting forces are better predictors of sexual
violence than ethnic warring.7
Conflict-related sexual violence varies widely in form and severity.
Groups or individuals commit conflict-related sexual violence for any
number—or combination—of reasons, including as a deliberate tactic
of war, an act of opportunism, a form of troop payment, an effort to
build group cohesion, or a tool of ethnic destruction.

TACT IC OF WAR AND TERROR
Sexual violence in conflict zones can be employed as a deliberate tactic
to terrorize civilians. The strategic nature of such violence is manifested
by the selective targeting of victims from opposing ethnic, religious,
or political groups, mirroring the fault lines of the broader conflict or
crisis. The brutality of conflict-related sexual violence, as well as the
shame and stigma suffered by survivors, is integral to the logic behind
sexual violence as a tactic of war and terror. Armed or extremist groups
and individual aggressors employ this tool to denigrate the enemy,
create stigma, and unravel protective kinship networks.
In recent years, conflict-related sexual violence has emerged as a
core element of the ideology and operation of extremist groups, such
as Boko Haram and the Islamic State.8 These groups use sexual violence
to terrorize populations into compliance, displace civilians from strategic areas, and entrench an ideology of suppressing women’s rights
to control reproduction and provide labor.9 Some violent extremist
groups also promote the enslavement of women and girls as a form of
currency in a shadow economy, generating revenue from sex trafficking,
sexual slavery, and extortion through ransom. For example, the United
Nations estimates that ransom payments extracted by the Islamic State
from the Yazidi community amounted to between $35 million and $45
million in 2014 alone.10 And even as the Islamic State loses territory and
control of physical resources, the group continues to profit from the
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enslavement of an estimated two thousand women and girls, many of
whom are bartered and sold as commodities.11
Sexual violence is also used by state forces, armed groups, and terrorists as a form of torture against captured belligerents and their relatives
and civilians, both to impose punishment and as a tool to extract information.12 Use of this practice as a torture method, primarily against
men and boys but occasionally against women and girls, has been documented in a range of conflict situations, including during Peru’s civil
war between 1980 and 2000, against Sunni detainees in Iraqi prisons in
the 2000s, and in Syria’s prisons today.13

OPP ORTUN ISM BEFORE , DUR I NG,
AND AF TER CONFLICT
Sexual violence in conflict also can proliferate in the absence of a
deliberate strategy, flourishing under a command structure that fosters a climate of impunity. State collapse and the dissolution of protective political, legal, economic, and social systems have been shown
to contribute to sexual violence carried out by state armed groups,
rebel groups, peacekeeping and security forces, and civilians in times
of upheaval.14 Among state and nonstate forces, sexual violence frequently occurs in conjunction with other opportunistic crimes against
civilians, such as looting and killing.15
State forces are more likely than rebels or pro-government militias
to be reported as perpetrators of sexual violence.16 State forces can
employ sexual violence strategically or opportunistically in detention
facilities and during operations against civilians, such as in the context of urban warfare, during house searches, and at checkpoints. One
study, for example, found that in African conflicts between 2000 and
2009, 64 percent of government actors were reported as perpetrators
of sexual violence, compared with 31 percent of rebel groups and 29 percent of other militias.17
Peacekeepers and security forces tasked with protecting civilian populations also commit sexual violence against highly vulnerable people
under their protection: a 2017 report found an estimated two thousand
allegations of sexual exploitation and abuse by peacekeepers and UN
personnel around the world.18
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PAYMEN T AND I NCEN T I VE S
Conflict-related sexual violence sometimes manifests as a currency in
which women and girls are treated as wages of war, provided implicitly
or explicitly to fighters as a form of in-kind compensation for enlistment
or service. For example, UN reports document that pro-government
militias in South Sudan were allowed, and even told, to rape women in
lieu of payment of government wages in recent years.19
A number of extremist groups—including Boko Haram and the
Islamic State—offer sexual compensation to recruit young men through
the promise of “wives” or sex slaves. The Islamic State, for example,
deftly uses social media and its slickly produced online magazines, Dabiq
and Rumiyah, to connect sexual violence to the spiritual fulfillment of
recruits who serve a vital role in promulgating the next generation of an
Islamic caliphate.20 Online recruiters promise men beautiful brides and
young women loving husbands. In practice, the Islamic State provides
thousands of male recruits with kidnapped women and girls as wives and
traps many female recruits in dorms for indoctrination and forced marriage.21 Some women, however, are willingly recruited by these extremist organizations to support radical ideologies and become the wives of
fighters, often in hope of gaining freedoms and access to resources.22
Armed groups that recruit through abduction or press-ganging
are more likely to perpetrate rape: a review of ninety-one civil wars,
for example, found that state and nonstate groups employing forced
recruitment practices committed significantly more rape against civilians.23 Groups that recruit members through abduction have less internal social cohesion than groups that recruit volunteers, and thus attempt
to build social bonds and unit cohesion through rape, particularly gang
rape, of women or men.24

ET HN IC DE STRUCT ION
In its most extreme manifestation, mass rape is used by armed groups as
part of a broader strategy of ethnic cleansing against a perceived enemy.
As defined in Articles II and III of the 1948 Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, acts of sexual violence
in conflict can constitute genocide—even absent death—when used to
instill terror in a civilian population of a certain national, ethnic, racial,
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or religious group; force dislocation; and force pregnancy so that the
aggressing actor “invades” the targeted population’s bloodlines in order
to destroy future generations.25
Campaigns of genocidal rape have been documented during conflicts in Bosnia, East Timor, Guatemala, Rwanda, and Uganda, among
others.26 During the 1994 Rwandan genocide, for example, mass rapes
were an integral part of the concerted campaign by Hutu politicians and
militia leaders to rid the country of its Tutsi minority. Rwandan women
were subjected to sexual violence on a massive scale, perpetrated primarily by members of the infamous Hutu militia group known as the
Interahamwe, as well as by civilians incited to violence by extremist propaganda and threats.27
In recent years, Burmese government forces reportedly have committed ethnically motivated rape and gang rape against women and girls
amid escalating conflict in the Rakhine State. Rights groups assert that
this sexual violence is not random or opportunistic, but is rather part of a
systematic attack against the Rohingya minority. Witness accounts detail
how perpetrators in many cases threatened or insulted victims during
assaults using language derogatory to Rohingya Muslims.28

Implications for U.S. Interests

Sexual violence in armed conflict—whether committed by armies, nonstate armed groups, violent extremist groups, peacekeeping forces, or
civilians—damages a nation’s prospects for stability and postconflict
recovery. Conflict-related sexual violence undermines command and
control, increases displacement, weakens governance, imposes devastating financial costs, and complicates reconciliation, thereby imperiling global security. Rape in wartime also represents an affront to U.S.
values and undermines public support for international institutions
that are critical to advancing U.S. interests in stability.

I MPER I LED COMMAND AND CON TROL
Sexual violence committed by troops can represent a lack of discipline
associated with weak command and control or a poor focus on objectives. For example, in the DRC, a mass rape of more than 150 civilians
in 2011 was attributed to lax command and control structures by local
armed forces.29 Pervasive sexual violence by state forces often indicates
that a command hierarchy is simply too weak to enforce a policy forbidding this crime; indeed, recent reports from the UN special representative of the secretary-general for sexual violence in conflict specifically
link spikes in sexual violence to weak command and troop discipline.30
In security partnerships, rape and other civilian abuses damage the
mutual trust that is critical to successful collaboration. For example, the
director general of the international military staff of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) reports that conflict-related sexual
violence obstructs the success of NATO priorities and slows down
conflict-resolution processes.31 Because military units and law enforcement bodies that respect human rights and prevent sexual violence are
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more effective at promoting security, the failure to incorporate training on sexual violence prevention into security cooperation efforts with
foreign allies undermines U.S. interests.32

I NCRE ASED DISPLACEMEN T
Conflict-related sexual violence also displaces people from their
homes, which deprives them and their families of their livelihoods,
property, and access to health and educational services, thereby undermining postconflict economic and social recovery.33 Entire villages can
be displaced by mass rape or the threat of mass rape, which unravels
networks that provide social and economic safety nets instrumental to
effective recovery.34
In situations of conflict and instability around the world—including in Guatemala, Iraq, Libya, and Syria—fear of rape drives families
to flee their homes. For example, a 2013 International Rescue Committee study of displaced persons who fled Syria for neighboring
Jordan and Lebanon found that a majority identified the danger of
rape as a primary reason for leaving cities under siege. Respondents
cited numerous instances of women and girls, including young girls,
being dragged away and raped at makeshift checkpoints set up by
armed groups in regime-controlled areas.35 Similar concerns have
driven displacement in other regions: for instance, threats of abduction spurred the 2014 exodus of two hundred thousand members
of the Yazidi community in the Sinjar region of northern Iraq, and
Islamic State militants reportedly still hold several thousand Yazidi
women in sexual slavery.36
Although fear of conflict-related sexual violence drives displacement, those fleeing sexual violence remain vulnerable to attacks once
they have left their homes.37 Women and girls living in refugee camps
or as unregistered refugees in informal camps or urban settings face
significant risks of sexual violence committed by armed groups, peacekeeping and security forces, and civilians. Attacks frequently occur in
overcrowded housing situations or when women and girls leave the
relative protection of shelter to use sanitation facilities or collect firewood, water, or other items. In Darfur, for example, rights groups have
documented scores of cases of rape of women and girls traveling along
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rural roads collecting provisions, and almost a third of the victims were
raped by multiple perpetrators.38

WE AKENED GOVERNANCE
Conflict-related sexual violence also heightens insecurity by signaling a
government’s inability or unwillingness to protect its citizens, particularly when this crime is perpetrated widely with impunity. The lower
the trust in the state, the more difficult it becomes for a government
to implement economic, social, or political reforms, thereby limiting
the capacity to end a conflict or rebuild after a war has ended.39 Moreover, youth exposure to acts of violence—including all forms of sexual
violence—lessens trust in government institutions, including judicial
systems, security forces, and electoral processes.40 Exposure to such
violence reduces cooperative behavior among affected communities and
undermines programs and institutions designed to aid victims of conflict, hindering the public provision of goods and services, weakening
social networks, and exacerbating economic and political instability.41
Declining trust in the government’s ability to provide recourse for
crimes committed against civilians also feeds grievances against the
state, which makes citizens more likely to join or support nonstate armed
groups and increases the risk of conflict relapse. In northern Nigeria,
for example, although the Boko Haram insurgency is driven by a complex mix of historical, political, economic, and ethnic antagonisms, the
perceived inability of the government to effectively neutralize militants
and protect villages was exacerbated by slow progress in delivering on
its promise to free the nearly three hundred schoolgirls captured from
the northern town of Chibok in 2014.42 A perceptible absence of legal
justice for sexual violence survivors leaves citizens vulnerable to exploitation and recruitment by “effective” armed groups.43
The effects of conflict-related sexual violence also restrict women’s
political and civic participation, thereby undermining governance and
increasing the likelihood of recurring conflict. An analysis of fifty-eight
postconflict states between 1980 and 2003 found that the risk of conflict
relapse was near zero when women made up at least 35 percent of the
legislature, even when controlling for a host of other factors thought to
be associated with relapse. When women were unrepresented in parliaments, however, the risk of relapse increased over time.44
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H IGHER COSTS
Conflict-related sexual violence imposes direct costs that can plague
countries already riven by instability and limited resources. Even after
a conflict has ended, the suffering of individual victims of sexual violence persists, including with respect to unwanted pregnancies, sexually transmitted infections, stigmatization, and psychological trauma.45
Research on the consequences of war cites sexual violence as one
reason why women experience more long-term health consequences
from conflict than men.46 Immediate service provision and long-term
care for survivors—such as HIV treatment, maternal and child care,
and legal redress—exact a financial toll. In addition, violence during
wartime is thought to normalize gender-based violence in peacetime,
exacerbating the costs of this practice after armed conflict has ceased.47
Conflict-related sexual violence also increases the indirect costs of
war. Victims of sexual violence can experience long-term physical and
psychological consequences, resulting in reduced economic productivity and lost income. In the DRC, for example, agricultural output has
decreased partly because women are afraid to return to working in the
fields.48 Stigma also remains a potent force that excludes women from
the economic sphere and can result in a loss of marriage prospects, leading to a lifetime of poverty.49 The economic ramifications of conflictrelated sexual violence can compound across generations, because
children born of rape frequently experience discrimination and exclusion from services; children born to girls captured by Boko Haram, for
example, are stigmatized as having “bad blood” and are significantly
more likely to be abused and uneducated.50

LOWER PROSPECTS FOR RECONCI LIAT ION
Conflict-related sexual violence, particularly in ethnically or politically
driven civil conflict, complicates efforts to bring warring parties to the
negotiating table. Sexual violence can unravel kinship ties that hold
communities together, thereby undermining reconciliation. In the 1994
Rwandan genocide, for example, thousands of Tutsi women were raped
by their Hutu neighbors. This situation presented unique challenges
when violence subsided and perpetrators returned to their homes.51 In
many cases, women raped by opposing parties endured a stigma of guilt
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by association with their perpetrators, and children conceived through
acts of rape were considered children of the enemy.52 As documented
in many contexts, sexual violence committed by a perceived enemy
can lead to lethal retaliation against the perpetrator or members of his
or her identity group, which can foster tensions in a community long
after a conflict has subsided; in other cases, sexual violence can lead to
so-called honor crimes committed against victims, which can further
destabilize communities.53

DI M I N ISHED I N TERNAT IONAL COOPERAT ION
Sexual violence committed by peacekeepers and security forces undermines U.S. interests in preserving international institutions that shoulder much of the burden of promoting stability around the world. For
example, the epidemic of sexual violence in UN peacekeeping missions badly damages public perceptions of the United Nations within
the United States as well as in host countries, thereby weakening the
standing and efficacy of multilateral peacekeeping operations critical
to U.S. security. The rampant sexual abuse committed by peacekeepers in Haiti, for example, significantly undermined perceptions of the
United Nations; indeed, before the Haiti mission’s mandate ended in
2017, nearly three-quarters of Haitian media coverage of the peacekeeping mission was negative, and a majority of Haitians disapproved of
the mission.54 In the United States, opponents of multilateralism often
cite abuse by UN peacekeepers as a reason to reduce U.S. investment in
international institutions across the board, notwithstanding the many
ways in which these institutions advance U.S. interests.
Conflict-related sexual violence is also an affront to U.S. values and
its commitment to protecting human dignity and human rights. Failure to hold perpetrators of these crimes accountable undermines U.S.
standing on other human rights issues, diminishing U.S. influence in
current and future security efforts.

Policy Considerations
for the United States

In recent years, evidence of the relationship between widespread sexual
violence and insecurity has grown, and the United States has begun
to pay closer attention to the imperative to prevent and respond to all
forms of sexual violence in conflict. Yet more can and should be done.

CURREN T U.S . P OLICY
Over the past two decades, the United States has taken steps to elevate
the issue of conflict-related sexual violence on the security agenda. A
series of UN Security Council resolutions introduced by the United
States under the George W. Bush and Barack Obama administrations
condemned the use of rape as a tool of war, established a special representative to the UN secretary-general on sexual violence in armed
conflict, and created a reporting mechanism to increase accountability
(see appendix 2). In recent years, the United States also has collaborated
with allies to bring greater international attention to this issue, including through the 2013 Declaration of Commitment to End Sexual Violence in Conflict (signed by 151 countries), the 2014 Global Summit to
End Sexual Violence in Conflict (cohosted by the United Kingdom and
UN High Commissioner for Refugees Special Envoy Angelina Jolie),
and the 2016 UK defense peacekeeping ministerial.55
U.S. leadership on conflict-related sexual violence on the world stage
has been paired with increased focus on this issue through a new U.S.
policy framework on women and security.56 The U.S. National Action
Plan on Women, Peace, and Security, last updated in 2016, outlines a
strategy to counter conflict-related sexual violence and promote women’s participation in peace processes.57 The Departments of Defense,
State, Justice, Treasury, and Homeland Security; the U.S. Mission to
the United Nations; the U.S. Agency for International Development
13
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(USAID); the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention; and the
Office of the U.S. Trade Representative have all made specific commitments to the plan. Additional commitments were outlined in the United
States Strategy to Prevent and Respond to Gender-Based Violence Globally.58 As of August 2017, more than sixty countries have enacted similar national action plans with commitments to counter conflict-related
sexual violence, along with regional and multilateral bodies from the
African Union to NATO to the Group of Seven (G7).59
However, despite the adoption of these plans, the U.S. government
has taken only modest steps toward their implementation. Its failure to
prioritize the directives under the U.S. National Action Plan led a bipartisan coalition in the U.S. Congress to introduce legislation to bolster
its implementation, which passed the House of Representatives and the
Senate in 2017.
Additionally, the security sector has not taken significant steps to
address conflict-related sexual violence. Most efforts have remained
detached from broader security-sector initiatives—including the 2013
U.S. security-sector assistance policy and the 2014 U.S. security governance initiative—and investment by the United States in this area
has been limited to small grants or stand-alone programs. The United
States also has not leveraged its leadership position to encourage other
governments to make security-sector commitments on this issue.

RECOMMENDAT IONS
FOR T HE UN I TED STATE S
The practice of conflict-related sexual violence jeopardizes U.S. interests in stability. Therefore, the U.S. government should prioritize costeffective interventions to address this security threat. This focus aligns
with the Trump administration’s robust commitment to advancing
U.S. security interests and reforming UN peacekeeping efforts.
Some critics may suggest that expending time and resources to
address conflict-related sexual violence constitutes an unnecessary
deviation from core U.S. foreign policy and national security priorities
at a time of significant security challenges at home and abroad, restricted
budgets, and economic uncertainty. However, preventing conflictrelated sexual violence will advance core U.S. security interests, given
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evidence that this practice imperils command and control, increases
displacement, weakens governance, and inhibits reconciliation.
Other policymakers may recognize that sexual violence undermines stability, but nevertheless refute the idea that policy reform can
garner better results, under the erroneous theory that sexual violence
cannot be prevented or adequately redressed. Although it is true that
sexual violence is used as a tactic of war and terror, it is not endemic
to all conflict, and examples of best practices around the world—from
community-based police reforms initiated in Nicaragua in the 1990s to
innovative prosecutorial approaches recently instituted in the DRC—
demonstrate that progress can be made with relatively modest expenditures (see appendix 3).
To strengthen U.S. efforts to promote stability, the White House—
together with USAID and the Departments of Defense, State, Justice,
and Treasury, among other agencies—should increase efforts to counter conflict-related sexual violence before conflict (by requiring training
on conflict-related sexual violence in U.S. security cooperation efforts),
during conflict (by improving the performance of peacekeeping forces
and increasing the proportion of peacekeepers who are women), and
after conflict (by using financial incentives and diplomatic strategies
to increase accountability). Achieving these steps would be facilitated
by a full-time senior-ranking coordinating position at the Department
of Defense to coordinate, together with the State Department, the
security-sector efforts outlined below to prevent conflict-related sexual
violence, protect civilians, and promote accountability. The United
States also should lead by example here at home by taking meaningful
steps to address sexual violence in the U.S. military.

Prevention
The 2017 National Defense Authorization Act security cooperation
reforms require, for the first time, that security cooperation efforts be
accompanied by training on human rights and the law of armed conflict.
The Trump administration should build on these reforms by requiring
the Defense and State Departments to include—in all U.S. security
cooperation efforts—a new scenario-based training protocol to prevent conflict-related sexual violence. The protocol would be drawn
from successful training methodologies.60 U.S. officials also should
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condition participation in security cooperation programs on the adoption of accountability systems that prohibit the retention or promotion
of accused perpetrators and maintain rigorous standards of conduct on
sexual violence within national military protocols.
In light of evidence that inclusion of women in security-sector efforts
strengthens security operations, the United States should require all
countries participating in U.S.-provided security and justice programs—
from the International Military Education and Training program to
courses offered at the Department of Defense’s regional centers—to
send delegations that are at least 30 percent female.61 In addition, to
increase the recruitment, retention, and advancement of women, U.S.
security cooperation efforts should support quotas of at least 30 percent, accelerated promotion plans, prohibitions on sex discrimination,
and technical training for women. To address the root causes of sexual
violence, the U.S. government should also launch an annual $5 million
small-grants fund to support civil society efforts to address harmful
norms and bolster the resistance capacity of women and communities to
counter violence and promote postconflict recovery.

Protection
The United States should lead an effort to better prepare peacekeepers
to protect civilians from sexual violence. To that end, the United States
should support making mandatory a UN protocol for pre-deployment
peacekeeper training on protecting civilians from sexual violence,
and should, through the Security Council, require UN missions to
regularly rehearse contingency plans that address protection of civilians. In addition, the United States should work with partners at the
United Nations to bolster incentive payments for troop- and policecontributing countries that demonstrate strong performance on civilian protection.
In addition, the United States should prioritize efforts to reduce the
incidence of sexual violence by peacekeepers, which is not only a human
rights violation but also a security issue that undermines the credibility of peacekeeping operations. Given evidence that the participation
of women in peacekeeping units lowers the risk of sexual violence and
improves the reporting of cases, Washington should take steps to support the UN goal of doubling the number of female peacekeepers by
2020.62 In the run-up to the 2017 UN Peacekeeping Defense Ministerial
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in Vancouver, the United States should work with the Canadians and
other partners to take the following steps: First, to address the lack of
women in the peacekeeping pipeline, the U.S. government should partner
with the top five police- and troop-contributing countries to launch new
initiatives to recruit and retain women in their national forces. Second,
to better prepare female officers for deployment, the U.S. government
should require that women represent at least 30 percent of local participants in U.S.-led military and police peacekeeper training programs
around the world. Current efforts in this direction are already showing
success: from August 2011 to August 2016, partners of the U.S. Global
Peace Operations Initiative (GPOI) increased their deployment of
female military peacekeepers by 62 percent, versus a 24 percent increase
among non-GPOI partners.63 The U.S. government also should participate in and fund UN peacekeeping training for female military officers,
which provides professional advancement and networking opportunities. Third, the U.S. government should support efforts to provide financial incentives to police- and troop-contributing countries to increase
the number of women deployed. One approach suggests providing a 10
percent premium to countries based on the percentage of women in the
contingent, their rank and function, and the contingent’s completion of
specialized training on gender issues, which would require voluntary
contributions of approximately $67.5 million per year.64
The United States also should build on successful UN efforts to
obtain commitments by nonstate armed groups to prevent and respond
to sexual violence perpetrated by their members. At present, U.S.
efforts to obtain such commitments from nonstate armed groups
could fall under the prohibited material support category of providing “expert advice or assistance” to groups designated as terrorists by
the State Department. The Department of Justice should issue a policy
clarifying that efforts to solicit and monitor commitments by nonstate
armed groups to ban sexual violence will be exempt from prosecution
under the material support statute. In the interim, the secretary of state
should use existing authorities to approve permitted outreach.65
Furthermore, because little attention is paid to male victims of
conflict-related sexual violence, the United States should support
programs to counter sexual violence against men and boys in conflict
situations, including through diplomatic efforts to ensure that legal
prohibitions, remedies, and social services are available regardless of
gender or sexual orientation.
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accountability
To discourage the use of sexual violence in conflict by militaries, police,
and armed groups, the U.S. government should first lead a coalition of
partners—including Canada, the Netherlands, and the United Kingdom—to impose greater accountability for this crime.66 For example,
partner countries could agree to condition bilateral assistance and
weapon transfers to foreign militaries on the security units’ human
rights record, including with respect to sexual violence. Such a commitment would be modeled on the U.S. Leahy Law (1997) and Section
502B of the Foreign Assistance Act, which prohibits the use of funds
for units of foreign security forces that have committed gross violations
of human rights.67 A remediation process would allow governments to
reinstate their assistance to security units once specific accountability
measures have been met.
Second, the United States should encourage partner countries and
the UN Security Council to coordinate with Washington by imposing
targeted sanctions, including visa bans, on political and military leaders
who order or tolerate rape. The United States also should institute a
formal policy against assertion of immunities on behalf of peacekeepers sued in domestic courts.
Third, the United States should lead other countries in an organized
name-and-shame campaign to highlight incidence of rape among military, police, peacekeepers, or nonstate armed groups. Such an approach
will not reach groups or leaders impervious to international legitimacy,
but it has proven to constrain the severity of state-sanctioned genocide and other gross human rights violations.68 As part of this effort, a
U.S.-led coalition should pressure the United Nations to remove force
commanders who fail to address sexual exploitation and abuse and prioritize redress for victims of sexual violence by peacekeepers.
Fourth, given evidence that sexual violence is used by terrorist entities as a recruitment tool and a source of funding, the Departments of
Treasury and State and USAID should work with allies to undermine
terrorist financing and block access to assets raised through the abduction of women and children for trafficking, trading, and sexual exploitation. The United States should encourage governments to classify
survivors of sexual violence by terrorist or extremist groups as victims
of terrorism, thereby ensuring appropriate support.
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Fifth, to improve accountability for conflict-related sexual violence,
the United States and its partners should insist that parties to cease-fire
and peace agreements designate this crime as a breach and prohibit
amnesty for those who commit it. Furthermore, the United States
should encourage women’s participation in peace processes to increase
the likelihood that agreements include measures to prevent and ensure
accountability for sexual violence. It also should provide targeted assistance to countries to align national laws on sexual violence with international norms so that countries can reliably hold perpetrators of sexual
violence accountable.
Finally, the United States should continue its political and financial
support for the UN Office of the Special Representative of the Secretary-General for Sexual Violence in Conflict, which offers technical
assistance and programs to improve how countries’ security and justice
sectors address this crime.

Leading by Example
Both to strengthen the U.S. military and to lead by example, the Department of Defense should elevate its efforts to prevent and respond to
sexual assault within the U.S. armed forces. To accelerate reforms, the
defense secretary should require quarterly benchmarks from the Office
of the Undersecretary of Defense for Personnel and Readiness and the
Sexual Assault Prevention and Response Office and report on progress to the U.S. national security advisor. Further reforms enabling the
prosecution of violations outside the chain of command should be considered in the absence of meaningful progress. In addition, the United
States should take steps to increase the proportion of women in the U.S.
military and across law enforcement by doubling recruitment, promotion, and retention efforts and maintaining rigorous implementation
of antidiscrimination laws. Furthermore, the U.S. government should
require security contractors to implement formal procedures to prevent and respond to sexual violence and sexual harassment of both men
and women, meet a 30 percent goal of female recruitment, and vet all
personnel to prevent those with previous charges of rape or domestic
violence from being hired and deployed.

Conclusion

Preventing and responding to sexual violence committed against civilians in times of conflict is not just the right thing to do—it is a strategic
imperative. Substantial evidence confirms that sexual violence fosters
insecurity and undermines postconflict reconciliation and stability. To
address this security threat, the Trump administration should reform
security cooperation to include prevention of conflict-related sexual
violence, increase women’s participation in the security and judicial
sectors, promote accountability for crimes committed during conflict,
and ensure that U.S. diplomats and security professionals recognize
that addressing sexual violence is critical to stability.
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Appendix 1: Governing Legal Principles

Since the 1990s, the International Criminal Court (ICC), International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY), International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR), other international
tribunals, and national courts have carried out extensive investigations and prosecutions of wartime sexual violence, resulting in historic indictments of sexual violence as a war crime, crime against
humanity, and act of genocide.

DUSKO TADIC CASE (19 97)
The trial of Dusko Tadic, a Bosnian Serb paramilitary leader, was the
first international war crimes trial involving charges of sexual violence.
Tadic was found guilty in 1997 of crimes against humanity, including
sexual violence against male prisoners.

JE AN -PAUL AKAYE SU CASE (19 9 8)
A mayor from the Taba commune in Rwanda stood trial for fifteen
counts of genocide and crimes against humanity. The judgment set a
precedent that rape can constitute an act of genocide.

SEPUR Z ARCO CASE (2016)
Former officers at the Sepur Zarco military base in Guatemala were
convicted of crimes against humanity against indigenous Q’eqchi’
women who were subjected to sexual violence, sexual and domestic
slavery, and forced disappearance of family members. The case was the
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first time that a national court anywhere in the world either considered
or charged conflict-related sexual violence.

JE AN -PI ERRE BEMBA CASE (2016)
The trial of the former rebel group leader and vice president of the
Democratic Republic of Congo tested the principle of command
responsibility for rape, resulting in the first conviction at the ICC for
sexual violence as a weapon of war.

H ISSENE HABRE CASE (2016)
The former president of Chad was convicted of torture, war crimes,
and crimes against humanity, including having raped a woman himself, by the Extraordinary African Chambers in the Senegalese court
system, marking the first time the courts of one country convicted the
former ruler of another for human rights crimes.

Appendix 2: UN Security Council
Resolutions on Sexual Violence in Conflict

UNSCR 1325 (2000) acknowledged the disproportionate impact of
armed conflict on women and girls and called for the consideration of
women and girls’ needs during and after conflict, as well as for an increase
in women’s participation in all aspects of peace and security processes.
UNSCR 1820 (2008) condemned sexual violence as a weapon of war
and declared rape and other forms of sexual violence as war crimes.
UNSCR 1888 (2009) established a special representative to the UN
secretary-general on sexual violence in armed conflict and outlined a
commitment by the council to include protection from conflict-related
sexual violence in peacekeeping mandates.
UNSCR 1960 (2010) created a surveillance mechanism and called for
an annual list of all governments and nonstate armed groups suspected
of committing conflict-related sexual violence, facilitating a name-andshame campaign and sanctions.
UNSCR 2106 (2013) emphasized the responsibility of countries to fight
impunity by prosecuting those responsible for conflict-related sexual
violence and underscored the link between conflict-related sexual violence and broader efforts to reform the security and justice sectors.
UNSCR 2242 (2015) called on the United Nations to double the number
of women in peacekeeping operations over the next five years.
UNSCR 2272 (2016) called on the UN secretary-general to replace military or police units when a contributing country fails to hold perpetrators of sexual exploitation and abuse accountable.
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UNSCR 2331 (2016) recognized human trafficking and sexual violence
as tactics of terrorism used to incentivize recruitment and support
financing through the sale of women, girls, and boys.

Appendix 3: Case Studies

A qualitative evaluation of patterns of sexual violence in conflicts of the
past twenty years demonstrates how legal and judicial reforms can effectively address this crime. In Colombia, women’s participation in peace
negotiations led to the inclusion of redress for sexual violence within
the resulting peace agreement. In the Democratic Republic of Congo,
a political commitment to military justice has improved accountability
for the crime of mass rape. In South Sudan, reforms to peacekeeping
training and command structure have enhanced protection against
conflict-related sexual violence.

COLOMBIA
Throughout Colombia’s fifty-year civil conflict, sexual violence was
perpetrated in what the country’s constitutional court called a “habitual, extensive, systematic, and invisible practice.”69 During the peace
process, negotiators on both sides established the world’s first gender
subcommission, and prominent women’s organizations, included at the
table, elevated the issue of conflict-related sexual violence on the negotiating agenda.70 Because of these efforts, the final 2016 peace agreement
affirmed that acts of sexual violence constituted crimes against humanity and would be ineligible for amnesty, supported measures to address
risks of violence, and created truth and justice mechanisms to prevent
impunity for conflict-related sexual violence.71 Officials also took steps
to improve women’s access to justice and expand the range of punishable sexual offenses in the penal code. Although the vast majority of
cases of sexual violence related to Colombia’s armed conflict remain
unpunished today—as few as 2 percent of the 635 recorded cases of
conflict-related sexual violence resulted in convictions as of 2016—the
process nonetheless set an international precedent for the inclusion of
conflict-related sexual violence in a peace agreement.72
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DEMOCRAT IC REPUBLIC OF CONGO
During more than twenty years of conflict in the DRC, hundreds of thousands of women and girls (in addition to men and boys) have been sexually violated by various rebel groups and the Congolese army and police,
mainly in the country’s war-ravaged east. A Human Rights Watch report
documented a climate of total impunity in the early years of the 2000s,
with commanders condoning sexual violence, even for soldiers who
committed gang rapes and rapes leading to injury and death.73
Although the justice system remains weak, recent efforts to strengthen
it have helped in holding perpetrators accountable. Military prosecutions increased after the Congolese government signed a joint communiqué and framework of cooperation with the United Nations: in 2016,
one hundred members of the state security forces were convicted for
sexual violence crimes.74 The Congolese government has held several
high-ranking military commanders accountable, and the International
Criminal Court convicted former Vice President Jean-Pierre Bemba
for crimes against humanity and war crimes related to sexual violence.
Nonetheless, accountability remains wanting for sexual violence
committed by members of nonstate armed groups, who were responsible for 68 percent of verified incidents in 2016.75 Arrests and verdicts have been rendered in several cases—for example, forty militia
members involved in the rape of at least fifty children in Kavumu were
arrested in 2016 by the national police with assistance from the UN Team
of Experts on the Rule of Law/Sexual Violence in Conflict—but the
majority of perpetrators of mass sexual violence in Walikale, Bushani,
and Kalambahiro have not been held accountable, and reparation payments to victims awarded by Congolese courts remain unpaid.76
In recent years, Congolese President Joseph Kabila appointed a presidential advisor on sexual violence and child recruitment, tasked with
combating impunity, strengthening the civilian and military justice systems, and improving services for rape victims. In addition, nearly two
hundred military field commanders signed commitments to prevent and
address sexual violence among their ranks, and three new special police
units were formed to respond to sexual violence in the Rutshuru, Goma,
and Bukavu jurisdictions.77 The U.S. government and its partners supported the creation of mobile courts to try rape cases across the country,
bringing traveling judges, prosecutors, and defense counsel to remote
areas to resolve disputes and dispense justice.78 Collectively, such
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measures have made modest but measurable improvements, increasing
accountability in a country previously known as the rape capital of the
world. However, much more work remains to bring stability and justice
to survivors of conflict-related sexual violence in the DRC.

SOU T H SUDAN
Under a current UN Security Council mandate, twelve thousand peacekeepers in South Sudan are authorized to use force when needed to protect civilians from imminent harm, and the South Sudanese UN mission
hosts nearly two hundred thousand displaced people in several protection of civilians (PoC) sites.79 However, a recent UN survey found that
70 percent of women in the PoC sites had been raped—primarily by
soldiers or police—since the start of the conflict.80 Peacekeeping forces
also did little to help during an attack by South Sudanese government
troops in July 2016, when more than two hundred women—including
expatriate aid workers—were sexually assaulted and even gang-raped.81
The United Nations concluded in a subsequent report that peacekeepers retreated or improperly waited for written authorization of force,
and peacekeeping command ignored cables requesting backup.82 Then
UN Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon responded by firing the commander of the UN peacekeeping forces in South Sudan and calling for
increased accountability.83
Human Rights Watch and other watchdog groups have repeatedly
urged the African Union to establish a hybrid court to try the most serious crimes committed during the South Sudan conflict, and many UN
officials have called for better training, clearer chains of command, and
better emergency lines of communication to improve UN response to
sexual violence. Commanding Officer Colonel Bat-erdene Batkhuu and
others cite the actions of Mongolian peacekeeping teams as a best practice to be replicated throughout the mission. Those peacekeepers took
strong action to secure protectees, including by rescuing approximately
fifty internally displaced people from attempted abduction, preventing
the harassment of women and children near a duty station in Bentiu,
and robustly defending a PoC site from an attempted breach of the
perimeter.84 Reports suggest that the forty-one female members of the
Mongolian peacekeeping team made critical contributions by improving communication with the local community under protection.85
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